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A Word from Morcar

Greetings to you all, it seems that my tome has been a success; so much so
that there were those who complained that certain information was missing–
there’s just no pleasing anybody these days.
So due to my minion’s various requests, I have added this Supplement to
allay any fears that defeating the forces of Good would–shall we say, are
incomplete.
I hope the information added will help many Evil Wizards and the like,
defeat those who in their pitiful attempts to overthrow the forces of Chaos, be
forever doomed a painful death.
Enough talk! Read on, and prepare yourselves to better the forces of
Good in our never-ending fight to dominate the world.
Morcar

Gaming Aids

I have decided my young Apprentice to develop another
version of the Random Events system; in this version, I
have made a series of cards to replace the roll of the dice.
Variety is the spice of life as they say–but in my case,
death. By doing these cards and allowing the heroes to
select the top most card in-between quests, they are in
charge of their own destiny–ha, ha.

Random Events Cards

The picture above shows a pathetic city scene of human life under the Emperor, these humans maybe safe
within their city walls for now, but my minions will conquer it–one day.

If penniless the hero cannot participate in the next
quest level.

A nagging injury from a previous quest
adventure is causing a hero pain. The hero,
who drew this Event card, must roll a 1D6
against his/her body points, which are lost
before the beginning of the next quest.

A hero is struck by illness, and must visit a
physician/healer who will cure it. The hero
who has drawn this Event card must pay 50
gold coins.

*Only if a hero is carrying any.

Injury

*Only if a hero is carrying any.

While departing from their last quest, each
hero loses some gold* in their haste to leave.
Roll 1D6x10 and deduct the total from their
possession.

No significant events have occurred while
the heroes were out killing monsters this
turn.

Illness

While departing from their last quest, each
hero loses some gold* in their haste to leave.
Roll 2D6x10 and deduct the total from
their possession.

Lost Gold

Non Event

If penniless the Sheriff confiscates all vials.

If any hero is carrying Monbeast Vials,
the local Sheriff imposes a fine of 25 gold
coins for each vial that a hero possesses.

Trouble with the Law

Lost Gold

No significant events have occurred while
the heroes were out killing monsters this
turn.

No significant events have occurred while
the heroes were out killing monsters this
turn.

No significant events have occurred while
the heroes were out killing monsters this
turn.

Non Event

Non Event

Non Event

Damaged Weapons
The hero who drew this Event card must
pay the local Blacksmith/Armoury 20 gold
coins for every weapon, and armour he or
she owns for repair,

Interest Payment

The Guild’s Treasury pays their hero 10%
interest on their savings (round up), if any
hero has gold in their Guild’s Treasury.

If penniless the hero cannot participate in the next
quest level.

Each hero must pay 75 gold coins for the
cost of living, if a hero is penniless, pay
double before the next Random Event.

Pay the King’s Tax Collector 10% of all the
gold carried by each hero (round up).

*Distribute the gold amongst the heroes.

*Distribute the gold amongst the heroes.

Living Expenses

The local Sheriff pays the heroes* 100 gold
coins in thanks for killing all the monsters
so far.

The locals have collected 50 gold coins in
thanks for all the monsters that the heroes*
have killed so far.

Tax

Gratitude

Gratitude

If penniless the hero cannot participate in the next
quest level.

The hero who has drawn this Event card
owes the local gaming house 150 gold coins.

Gambling Debt

Each hero contributes 100 gold coins
towards his or her Guild; if a hero is
penniless, pay double before the next
Random Event.

Donation

*Distribute the gold amongst the heroes.

The local Sheriff pays the heroes* 150 gold
coins in thanks for killing all the monsters
so far.

Gratitude

Each hero contributes a minium of 25 gold
coins towards a gift for the Royal
Highness’ birthday,

All heroes have to send 100 gold coins to
their families,

Your last quest cost the monsters dearly;
the Evil Wizard may add one Wandering
Monster in the next Quest level.

Random Events

Your last quest cost the monsters dearly;
the Evil Wizard may add one body point of
damage to any traps in the next Quest level.

The hero who has drawn this card receives
news that a relative has died and left an
inheritance of 150 gold coins.

Be Prepared

The hero who drew this Event card must
from now on pay an extra 10 gold coins
towards any payments.

If any hero has completed three or more
Quest levels, receive 500 gold coins.

Death in the Family

If any hero has completed three or more
Quest levels, receive 200 gold coins.

Quest Hero

Be Prepared

Notoriety

Quest Hero

If penniless the hero cannot participate in the next
quest level.

Monarch’s Birthday

Family Support

Its seems that the heroes need all the help they can get my
bold Apprentice, so much so that herewith are three sets of
Treasure Deck cards to choose from. Each set contains
thirty cards: set one is the standard set already familiar to
game play, while the other two sets are variations.
To put things in perspective; set one can be used for levels 1-3 Quest
aventures, set two can be used for levels 4-6 Quest Adventures and set three
can be used for levels 7-9 Quest Adventures. In addition, my cunning
Apprentice you can mix your own Treasure Deck from the cards provided to
make things even more interesting for the heroes to encounter.

Treasure Deck Cards

Looks like these Heroes seem to be in a little trouble, ha-ha

Nothing

Gold!

Gold!

Despite a thorough search you find nothing.

A meagre haul of just 10 gold coins is found
in the pocket of a smelly, worn jerkin.
Record the money on your character sheet.

Amidst old rags, tattered fur robes and
soiled blankets, you find a collection of 15
gold coins. Record the money on your
character sheet.

Gold!

Gold!

Gold!

A rummage through several items of
clothing reveals 20 gold coins. Record the
money on your character sheet.

Foolishly left unhidden lies a small box
containing 25 gold coins. Record the money
on your character sheet.

You find a loose stone and tear it from the
wall. Behind it you discover a small leather
pouch wrapped in an old rag. Peering inside,
you find 25 gold coins. Record the money on
your character sheet.

Gold!

Gold!

Potion of Healing

Searching the dark recesses of the floor
you come across a broken vase and inside
you discover a small cache of 50 gold coins.
Record the money on your character sheet.

You search and find small amounts of gold
hidden in several places. But you lose track
of time. Roll one die and multiply the result
by ten to see how many gold coins you find.
Miss your next turn. Record the money on
your character sheet.

Enveloped in a bundle of rags you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
healing potion. You may drink the potion at
any time. It will restore up to four lost Body
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Potion of Healing

Mind Potion

Mind Potion

Enveloped in a bundle of rags you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
healing potion. You may drink the potion at
any time. It will restore up to four lost Body
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Wrapped in a dirty silken rag you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
mind potion. You may drink the potion at any
time. It will restore up to four lost Mind
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Wrapped in a dirty silken rag you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
mind potion. You may drink the potion at any
time. It will restore up to four lost Mind
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Gem!

Jewels!

Treasure Horde!

Tucked into the toe of an old boot you find a
valuable Gem. The stone is worth 50 gold
coins. Record the money on your character
sheet.

You find a small wooden box. The box is
plain and old but within…it is lined with
velvet and contains 50 gold coins’ worth of
jewels. Record the money on your
character sheet.

Luck is with you. A small treasure chest you
find, hidden under some old smelly blankets,
contains 75 gold coins. Record the money
on your character sheet.

Trap!

Trap!

Trap!

As you search you unwittingly set off a trap.
An arrow shoots out from the wall. You
must lose one Body point. Return this card
to the treasure deck

You feel the gentle pressure of a trip wire
against your leg, you spin round…but it is
too late. You lose one Body point from the
crossbow bolt that shoots from the wall
Return this card to the treasure deck

The stone floor beneath your foot begins to
give way and all too late you realize it is a
trap. You fall into a deep hole and lose one
Body point. You may climb out and move as
normal on your next turn. Return this card
to the treasure deck.

Trap!

Heroic Brew

Holy Water

You trigger an invisible wire that opens a
spike-filled pit beneath your feet. You fall
into the pit and lose two Body points. You
may climb out and move as normal on your
next turn. Return this card to the treasure
deck.

A leather bag hanging on the wall contains a
potion. It is a Heroic Brew. The potion may
be taken just before you are about to
attack. Any player who drinks the potion will
be able to make two attacks instead of one,
for one turn only. The card is then
discarded after use.

Discarded and forgotten in a corner of the
room you find a vial of Holy Water. You may
use the Holy Water instead of attacking. It
will kill any undead creature: (including
Skeletons, Zombies, Mummies and Ghouls).
The card is then discarded after use.

Potion of Resilience

Potion of Speed

Potion of Strength

Amidst a collection of old bottles and
earthen jugs you find a small clear vial, a
potion of Resilience. It may be taken at any
time. You may then roll two extra combat
dice in defence when you next defend. The
card is then discarded after use.

Standing on a shelf you see a dusty old
bottle. As you wipe it clean for a better look,
you recognize it as the potion of Speed. You
may drink the potion at any time. It will
enable you to roll twice as many dice as
usual the next time you move. The card is
then discarded after use.

You find a small purple bottle. It is a potion
of Strength. You may drink the potion at any
time. It will enable you to roll two extra
combat dice in attack in your next attack.
The card is then discarded after use.

Air Walk

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

This potion enables any Hero to walk on a
cushion of air for one turn. He does not
spring any traps during this turn. The Hero
can walk over pit traps as long as he can
reach an unoccupied space on the other
side. The card is then discarded after use.

As you are busy searching, a monster
stalks up to you and attacks. The Evil Wizard
player may place the wandering monster
shown in the Quest Book for this adventure
in any square next to you. The monster
attacks immediately. Return this card to the
treasure deck

As you are busy searching, a monster
stalks up to you and attacks. The Evil Wizard
player may place the wandering monster
shown in the Quest Book for this adventure
in any square next to you. The monster
attacks immediately. Return this card to the
treasure deck

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

As you are busy searching, a monster
stalks up to you and attacks. The Evil Wizard
player may place the wandering monster
shown in the Quest Book for this adventure
in any square next to you. The monster
attacks immediately. Return this card to the
treasure deck

As you are busy searching, a monster
stalks up to you and attacks. The Evil Wizard
player may place the wandering monster
shown in the Quest Book for this adventure
in any square next to you. The monster
attacks immediately. Return this card to the
treasure deck

Searching your surroundings for anything
of value, you don’t realize that two
monsters creep up on you and attack. The
Evil Wizard player may place the wandering
monsters shown in the Quest for this
adventure in any squares next to you. The
monsters attack immediately. Return this
card to the treasure deck.

Nothing

Gold!

Gold!

Despite a thorough search you find nothing.

Amidst old rags, tattered fur robes and
soiled blankets, you find a collection of 15
gold coins. Record the money on your
character sheet.

A rummage through several items of
clothing reveals 20 gold coins. Record the
money on your character sheet.

Gold!

Gold!

Gold!

Foolishly left unhidden lies a small box
containing 25 gold coins. Record the money
on your character sheet.

You find a loose stone and tear it from the
wall. Behind it you discover a small leather
pouch wrapped in an old rag. Peering inside,
you find 25 gold coins. Record the money on
your character sheet.

Searching the dark recesses of the floor
you come across a broken vase and inside
you discover a small cache of 50 gold coins.
Record the money on your character sheet.

Gold!

Gold!

Potion of Healing

Searching some broken crates nearby, your
eye catches a glint of gold; you find a
medium sized bag with 75 gold coins inside.
Record the money on your character sheet.

You search and find small amounts of gold
hidden in several places. But you lose track
of time. Roll one die and multiply the result
by ten to see how many gold coins you find.
Miss your next turn. Record the money on
your character sheet.

Enveloped in a bundle of rags you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
healing potion. You may drink the potion at
any time. It will restore up to four lost Body
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Potion of Healing

Mind Potion

Mind Potion

Enveloped in a bundle of rags you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
healing potion. You may drink the potion at
any time. It will restore up to four lost Body
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Wrapped in a dirty silken rag you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
mind potion. You may drink the potion at any
time. It will restore up to four lost Mind
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Wrapped in a dirty silken rag you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
mind potion. You may drink the potion at any
time. It will restore up to four lost Mind
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Gem!

Jewels!

Treasure Horde!

Tucked into the toe of an old boot you find a
valuable Gem. The stone is worth 50 gold
coins. Record the money on your character
sheet.

You find a small wooden box. The box is
plain and old but within…it is lined with
velvet and contains 50 gold coins’ worth of
jewels. Record the money on your
character sheet.

Luck is with you. A small treasure chest you
find, hidden under an old fur, contains 100
gold coins. Record the money on your
character sheet.

Trap!

Trap!

Trap!

You feel the gentle pressure of a trip wire
against your leg, you spin round…but it is
too late. You lose one Body point from the
crossbow bolt that shoots from the wall
Return this card to the treasure deck

The stone floor beneath your foot begins to
give way and all too late you realize it is a
trap. You fall into a deep hole and lose one
Body point. You may climb out and move as
normal on your next turn. Return this card
to the treasure deck.

You trigger an invisible wire that opens a
spike-filled pit beneath your feet. You fall
into the pit and lose two Body points. You
may climb out and move as normal on your
next turn. Return this card to the treasure
deck.

Poison

Potion of Alchemy

Potion of Charm

You uncover a rusty brown flask filled with
sweet smelling liquid. You taste it and it
turns out to be poison! You must roll one
combat die: if you roll a skull you lose one
Body point, otherwise you are unharmed.
The card is then discarded after use.

In the corner of the room you stumble
across a worn pot containing a dull paste. If
you spread this paste over one item of
equipment, it turns to gold and is worth 100
gold coins. That equipment card is then lost.
The card is then discarded after use.

Behind an old tile you find a gilded bottle
filled with a gold liquid. Drink this entire
potion between quests when you want to
hire Men-at-Arms and you will then be able
to hire up to three Men-at-Arms for 25 gold
coins less than normal for each. The card is
then discarded after use.

Potion of Magical Aptitude

Potion of Battle

Potion of Restoration

You discover a vial of silvery liquid under a
loose flagstone. If you are a Spellcaster you
may drink it at the beginning of your turn
and then cast two spells in that turn rather
than one. The card is then discarded after
use.

Under some rotten planks of wood, you
discover a crimson bottle, to your surprise
it is the potion of battle. If you have a really
‘weak’ roll of the combat dice, you may
drink this blood-red potion. It allows you
one re-roll of your combat dice. The card is
then discarded after use.

Standing on an old shelf this brown frothy
liquid may smell funny but…if drunk it will
restore one lost Body and one lost Mind
point. The card is then discarded after use.

Antidote

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

While searching you come across a green
bottle with a letter ‘A’ written on its faded
label. You recognise it at once as a poison
antidote. Drinking this potion will cure you
of any poison. This may be used only once.
The card is then discarded after use.

As you are busy searching, a monster
stalks up to you and attacks. The Evil Wizard
player may place the wandering monster
shown in the Quest Book for this adventure
in any square next to you. The monster
attacks immediately. Return this card to the
treasure deck

As you are busy searching, a monster
stalks up to you and attacks. The Evil Wizard
player may place the wandering monster
shown in the Quest Book for this adventure
in any square next to you. The monster
attacks immediately. Return this card to the
treasure deck

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

As you are busy searching, a monster
stalks up to you and attacks. The Evil Wizard
player may place the wandering monster
shown in the Quest Book for this adventure
in any square next to you. The monster
attacks immediately. Return this card to the
treasure deck

Searching your surroundings for anything
of value, you don’t realize that two
monsters creep up on you and attack. The
Evil Wizard player may place the wandering
monsters shown in the Quest for this
adventure in any squares next to you. The
monsters attack immediately. Return this
card to the treasure deck.

Searching your surroundings for anything
of value, you don’t realize that two
monsters creep up on you and attack. The
Evil Wizard player may place the wandering
monsters shown in the Quest for this
adventure in any squares next to you. The
monsters attack immediately. Return this
card to the treasure deck.

Nothing

Gold!

Gold!

Despite a thorough search you find nothing.

A rummage through several items of
clothing reveals 20 gold coins. Record the
money on your character sheet.

Foolishly left unhidden lies a small box
containing 25 gold coins. Record the money
on your character sheet.

Gold!

Gold!

Gold!

You find a loose stone and tear it from the
wall. Behind it you discover a small leather
pouch wrapped in an old rag. Peering inside,
you find 25 gold coins. Record the money on
your character sheet.

Searching the dark recesses of the floor
you come across a broken vase and inside
you discover a small cache of 50 gold coins.
Record the money on your character sheet.

Searching some broken crates nearby, your
eye catches a glint of gold; you find a
medium sized bag with 75 gold coins inside.
Record the money on your character sheet.

Gold!

Gold!

Potion of Healing

A rough looking leather bag begs your
curiosity; you’re in luck, as the bag contains
100 gold coins. Record the money on your
character sheet.

You search and find small amounts of gold
hidden in several places. But you lose track
of time. Roll one die and multiply the result
by ten to see how many gold coins you find.
Miss your next turn. Record the money on
your character sheet.

Enveloped in a bundle of rags you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
healing potion. You may drink the potion at
any time. It will restore up to four lost Body
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Potion of Healing

Mind Potion

Mind Potion

Enveloped in a bundle of rags you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
healing potion. You may drink the potion at
any time. It will restore up to four lost Body
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Wrapped in a dirty silken rag you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
mind potion. You may drink the potion at any
time. It will restore up to four lost Mind
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Wrapped in a dirty silken rag you find a
small bottle of liquid. You recognise it as a
mind potion. You may drink the potion at any
time. It will restore up to four lost Mind
points. The card is then discarded after use.

Gem!

Jewels!

Treasure Horde!

Tucked into the toe of an old boot you find a
valuable Gem. The stone is worth 50 gold
coins. Record the money on your character
sheet.

You find a small wooden box. The box is
plain and old but within…it is lined with
velvet and contains 50 gold coins’ worth of
jewels. Record the money on your
character sheet.

Luck is with you. A small treasure chest you
find, hidden under the floorboards contains
Gems of every description worth 200 gold
coins. Record the money on your character
sheet.

Trap!

Trap!

Magical Trap

The stone floor beneath your foot begins to
give way and all too late you realize it is a
trap. You fall into a deep hole and lose one
Body point. You may climb out and move as
normal on your next turn. Return this card
to the treasure deck.

You trigger an invisible wire that opens a
spike-filled pit beneath your feet. You fall
into the pit and lose two Body points. You
may climb out and move as normal on your
next turn. Return this card to the treasure
deck.

As you are searching the room, you set off
a Fireburst trap, inflicting two Body points
of damage. The victim may roll two combat
dice. For each shield he rolls he may reduce
the damage by one. The card is then
discarded after use.

Magical Trap

Elven Cloak of Passage

Potion of Magic Resistance

While searching for hidden treasure, you
set off a Mind trap, inflicting two Mind points
of damage. The victim may roll two combat
dice. For each shield he rolls he may reduce
the damage by one. The card is then
discarded after use.

This cloak enables any Hero to pass through
walls without harm. Caution! There are
shaded areas on each Quest Map that
indicate solid rock. If a Hero ends his move
in one of these areas, he is trapped forever!
If you are an Elf the cloak will work for you
three times; any other Hero the cloak will
work only once. Discard card after use.

You discover a red glass bottle in a shallow
pit. If you drink the potion you will be
completely unharmed by the next magical
fire attack to hit you, be it a Spell or a
Fireburst trap. The card is then discarded
after a fire attack has been resisted.

Potion of Magic Resistance

Potion of Recall

Potion of Vision

You find a small bottle hidden beneath a
rusty shield. If you drink the potion you will
be completely unharmed by the next
magical mind attack to hit you, be it a Spell
or a Mind trap. The card is then discarded
after a mind attack has been resisted.

A Spellcaster who drinks this greenish
mixture of magical essences regains a
spell, which was cast earlier during the
current Quest. Choose wisely which spell to
recall! The card is then discarded after use.

Tucked within a crack in a wall, you spy a
clear bottle with an engraved eye on it.
Drinking the liquid, you will be able to see all
secret doors and regular traps for two
turns, and then your ability will fade. The
card is then discarded after use.

Potion of Warmth

Wolfsbane Potion

Wandering Monster

This miniature jug is warm to the touch.
Drinking the potion immediately after
suffering damage from ‘Chillwind’, ‘Chill’,
and ‘Ice Storm’ spells, or from ice vaults or
icy rivers, restores two lost Body points.
Drinking it at any other time restores only
one lost Body point. The card is then
discarded after use.

This may be used by any Hero suffering
under the Wolfsbane Curse. This potion
cures the Hero of this curse. This may be
used only once. The card is then discarded
after use.

Searching your surroundings for anything
of value, you don’t realize that two
monsters creep up on you and attack. The
Evil Wizard player may place the wandering
monsters shown in the Quest for this
adventure in any squares next to you. The
monsters attack immediately. Return this
card to the treasure deck.

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

Wandering Monster

Searching your surroundings for anything
of value, you don’t realize that two
monsters creep up on you and attack. The
Evil Wizard player may place the wandering
monsters shown in the Quest for this
adventure in any squares next to you. The
monsters attack immediately. Return this
card to the treasure deck.

Searching your surroundings for anything
of value, you don’t realize that two
monsters creep up on you and attack. The
Evil Wizard player may place the wandering
monsters shown in the Quest for this
adventure in any squares next to you. The
monsters attack immediately. Return this
card to the treasure deck.

Searching your surroundings for anything
of value, you don’t realize that three
monsters creep up on you and attack. The
Evil Wizard player may place the wandering
monsters shown in the Quest for this
adventure in any squares next to you. The
monsters attack immediately. Return this
card to the treasure deck.

Typical, just typical, if there wasn’t enough Quest
Treasures already, no we have to have more; I don’t know,
these heroes surely need all the luck and help they can get.
Be that as it may my cunning Apprentice, make sure you do
not over indulge the heroes whims and fancies in wanting
more glory.

Quest Treasures

Perhaps this is the place to search for hidden Quest Treasures, I hope the portcullis falls
down and kills at least one of these poor souls.

Amulet of the East

Amulet of the North

Amulet of the South

This ancient magical talisman was made for
Elven princes’ centuries ago. It may be worn
only by the Elf. While worn, it adds one Body
point and two Mind points to the Elf’s stats.

This ancient magical item was made for
Barbarian kings’ centuries ago. It may be
worn only by the Barbarian. While worn, it
adds two Body points and one Mind point to
the Barbarian’s stats.

This ancient magical ornament was made
for Amazonian queens’ centuries ago. It may
be worn only by the Amazon. While worn, it
adds one Body point and two Mind points to
the Amazon’s stats.

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

Amulet of the West

Ancient Staff

Armband of Ice

This ancient magical medallion was made
for Dwarven kings’ centuries ago. It may be
worn only by the Dwarf. While worn, it adds
two Body points and one Mind point to the
Dwarf’s stats.

This magical staff enables the Elf to reflect any
monster’s spell back at the spellcaster. The
spellcaster and all other monsters in the same
room suffer the full effects of the spell, while the
Elf and his companions are immune to the effects.
The staff works only five times, and then it
becomes useless.

ARTIFACT

WEAPON

This Armband grants you immunity from
‘Mind Freeze’ and ‘Chill’ spells, plus
immunity to damage from ice vaults and icy
rivers for as long as it is worn. It also
reduces the damage from an ‘Ice Storm’
spell by one point, for the armband wearer.
ARMOUR

Bone Wand

Elven Boots

Bow of Vindication

This artifact enables any Hero to control all
skeletons in one room for one turn. He can
move them and make them attack during
this turn, as well as to attack each other or
any other monsters in the room. The Bone
Wand works only once per Quest.
ARTIFACT

These boots grant the Elf an extra red die
for movement. The Elf can roll three dice
for movement either before or after taking
an action. The boots wear out if the Elf rolls
identical numbers on any three dice.

An arrow fired from this Elven bow instantly
kills any one monster, unless it rolls a black
shield on one combat die. The bow can only
be used four times and then it is useless.

ARTIFACT

WEAPON

Elven Bracers

Ring of Warmth

Snowshoes of Speed

These metallic wristbands have magical
powers that greatly enhance the Elf’s
physical and mental abilities. The bracers
add two extra Body points and one extra
Mind point to the Elf’s total. They can only be
worn by the Elf.

This magical artifact grants the wearer
immunity from the ‘Chill’ spell as well as to
the effects of ice vaults and icy rivers.

These magical snowshoes add two squares
to a Hero’s movement, and they also negate
the effects of slippery ice for as long as
they are worn. These can be used only on
quests in cold icy regions.

ARMOUR

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to gain two extra combat dice
in attack; plus add two extra walk
points of movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to gain two extra combat dice
in defence; plus add two extra walk
points of movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to disarm any magical and or
non-magical trap; plus add two extra
walk points of movement.

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to cast a first level Elemental
spell (wearer’s choice); plus add two
extra walk points of movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to cast a second level
Elemental spell (wearer’s choice); plus
add two extra walk points of
movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to cast a third level Elemental
spell (wearer’s choice); plus add two
extra walk points of movement.

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to negate any spell cast for
him; plus add two extra walk points of
movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to unlock any magical and or
non-magical treasure chest; plus add
two extra walk points of movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to unlock any magical and or
non-magical door; plus add two extra
walk points of movement.

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

Ring of Brilliance

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to gain two extra Life points;
plus add two extra walk points of
movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to gain two extra Mind points;
plus add two extra walk points of
movement.

This Ring of Brilliance allows the
wearer to teleport once per Quest to
any room they wish; plus add two extra
walk points of movement.

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

Please Note: Only two Rings of Brilliance can be worn by a Hero at any one time.

Men-at-Arms
Mercenaries
&
The Dark Company

Sometimes I just wonder why I am in this game at all, but
no matter, it just proves that the heroes need all the help
they can get in order to defeat me and my dedicated
followers of Chaos. The poor fools, in the end it will cost
them dearly, for I shall make them pay, for the price is never
too high.

Men-at -Arms
Once a Hero has become a Champion and his deeds are talked about in taverns and around
campfires all over the land, he will want a band of followers to aid him in even greater
feats of heroism. Such men are found in towns and cities all around the country, men
willing to follow a great Champion and fight for him as long as he will pay for their
upkeep. There are four types of Men-at-Arms; each has his own strengths and
weaknesses and each has his own price.

The Crossbowman
The Crossbowman has a low number of attack dice but has the power to make ranged attacks. This allows him to
shoot at monsters that are waiting behind hidden traps or are too far away to attack in close combat.

The Swordsman
The Swordsman is a great offensive fighter able to take on more powerful creatures such as the Gargoyle,
Mummies or Chaos Warriors. However, he is slow and cannot join in any fast sorties, although his high defence
capability makes him useful against any massed attacks.

The Scout
The Scout’s low attack dice reduce his chances of doing huge amounts of damage to monsters, but he moves fast
and has the ability to search for and disarm traps.

The Halberdier
The Halberdier has equal attack and defence capabilities. This and his relatively high movement capability make
him a versatile companion to take on an adventure.

Hiring Men-at-Arms
Adventurers may each hire up to four followers at any time between Quests. These followers may be from any of
the four types of Men-at-Arms. To hire a Man-at-Arms, an adventurer must pay the initial ‘Price to Hire’ which
appears on the Man-at-Arms card.

That Man-at-Arms will then stay with and fight for that Champion until he, the Man-at-Arms, is killed and as long
as he is paid 10 gold coins at the end of each Quest. If he is not paid for his services, he will leave and must be
paid his full ‘Price to Hire’ in order to return.
For each Man-at-Arms a Hero hires, that player should take one Man-at-Arms figure with the relevant weapon
shown on the Man-at-Arms’ card. He should also take one Man-at-Arms card for each of the types he has hired.
This details the statistics of each type of Man-at-Arms.
A player whose Champion is killed can choose to continue the quest with the Champion’s surviving Men-at-Arms.
If not, he must remove the Men-at-Arms from the game board.
If one adventurer is in the game up to four Men-at-Arms can be hired, if two adventurers are in the game up to
three Men-at-Arms can be hired, and if there are four adventurers in the game only one Man-at-Arms can be
hired per adventurer.

Men-at-Arms in the Game
Once a player has hired any Men-at-Arms, he can take them with him on his next Quest. Each player begins the
Quest in turn by placing all his figures on the stairway tile or in any adjacent squares and then takes his turn
before the next player sets up.
– On their turn, each player moves his hero and then moves all of his Men-at-Arms.
– Each Man-at-Arms may move and fight in the same way as the Heroes, using the movement and combat values
printed on the Man-at-Arms cards.
– When defending, Men-at-Arms count the white shields.
– Men-at-Arms can open closed doors and jump over pit traps.
– Men-at-Arms may not search for treasure, use any equipment or treasure cards and only scouts may search
for and attempt to disarm traps.
– Any money given to a Man-at-Arms cannot be retrieved, even after death.

Mercenaries
The Mercenary is a little bit tougher and expensive, than the Men-at-Arms, but just as
comparable of defeating any monster, so be warned, they have the guts to do serious damage
and death.
The Mercenaries obey the same rules as the Men-at-Arms, but with the following differences.

– The adventurer does not pay 10 gold coins at the end of each Quest.
– The adventurer, (whether one or four players) can hire more than four Mercenaries if he can afford it.
– When defending, Men-at-Arms count the black and white shields.

The Dark Company
Now, here’s some warriors that can really pack a punch, the Dark Company, these
warriors are an elite group of fighters that can be hired out by Chaos (payment is secret)
who can fight for the glory of evil. The Dark Company have been especially trained to
meet the demands of those who hire out Men-at-Arms and Mercenaries.
To this end the Dark Company can defend in a special way; the Evil Wizard rolls the
required number of dice shown as normal and as long as the Evil Wizard rolls at least one
round black shield, the Dark Warrior defends successfully and remains unharmed.
The Dark Company also has additional abilities:
– For every two Men-at-Arms and or Mercenaries (even in combination) killed by a Dark Warrior, that Dark
Warrior will gain one Body point. (If more than one Quest Adventure, the Dark Warrior if still alive can be used
again by the Evil Wizard to gain more Body points.
– The Dark Warrior Scout can enable any trap that has been disarmed or destroyed, if no Heroes are present in
a room or corridor. (The trap must be the same trap as stated on the Quest Adventure)
– If a Hero is killed, any Dark Warrior present standing beside the fallen Hero can steel all of that Hero’s
possessions. (The Player must tell the Evil Wizard what they are, so if the Dark Warrior is also killed, any hero
has two turns to reclaim another Hero’s possessions, before it is all lost)

The Crossbowman

The Crossbowman

The Halberdier

(Men-at-Arms)

(Men-at-Arms)

(Men-at-Arms)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 2 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins
(*may be ranged)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 2 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins
(*may be ranged)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 50 gold coins
(*may attack diagonally)

The Halberdier

The Scout

The Scout

(Men-at-Arms)

(Men-at-Arms)

(Men-at-Arms)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 50 gold coins
(*may attack diagonally)

Move 9 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 50 gold coins

Move 9 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 50 gold coins

The Swordsman
(Men-at-Arms)

Move 4 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins

The Swordsman
The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

(Men-at-Arms)

Move 4 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins

The Crossbowman

The Crossbowman

The Halberdier

(Mercenary)

(Mercenary)

(Mercenary)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins
(*may be ranged)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins
(*may be ranged)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins
(*may attack diagonally)

The Halberdier

The Scout

The Scout

(Mercenary)

(Mercenary)

(Mercenary)

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 75 gold coins
(*may attack diagonally)

Move 9 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 50 gold coins

Move 9 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 50 gold coins

The Swordsman

The Swordsman

(Mercenary)

(Mercenary)

Move 5 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 100 gold coins

Move 5 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 2 Points
Mind 2 Points
Price to Hire: 100 gold coins

Mercenary

The Crossbowman

The Crossbowman

The Halberdier

Move 6 Squares
Attack 2 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 2 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

(*may be ranged)

(*may be ranged)

(*may attack diagonally)

The Halberdier

The Scout

The Scout

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice*
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

Move 9 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

Move 9 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

(*may attack diagonally)

The Swordsman

The Swordsman

Move 4 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

Move 4 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

The Dark Company

Monsters
&
Special Characters

Herewith from my personal library is some information about the
various monsters and special characters that you can and may use in
your heroquest quest adventures my fair Apprentice. Here are some
more to choose from, and I think you will be pleased with these
additions to your ever growing selection.

Monsters & Special Characters Descriptions
Doom Guard (Morcar)
The Doom Guard are members of Morcar’s Elite Chaos Knight Regiment. They have the
same defence as the Dark Company; they need only to roll one round black shield to defend
against any number of skulls rolled by an attacker. The Doom Guard are not for the
faint-hearted so be on your guard at all times when faced with this warrior.

Doomguard (Witch Lord)
The mighty Witch Lord also has his own Doomguard; and they have magical armour giving
them one extra combat die in defence–Morcar was of course, quite pleased to hear about
this improvement.

Elven Archer
With great effort Morcar has been successful in turning a group of Elven Archers to
the dark side of Chaos, now they fight for him,

Elven Warrior
This goes without saying as above, Morcar was able to gather more Elves to his cause,
and thus now Morcar has some Elven Warriors to add to the forces of Chaos.

Enchanted Warrior
The Enchanted Warrior wears magical armour used to test the fighting skills of
Dwarven warriors, (and perhaps other warriors as well) and the magic that animates the
armour prevents the Enchanted Warrior from setting off any traps.

Festral’s Personal Guard
Festral the Chaos Sorcerer has trained some of his warriors to be his personal guard; they
accompany him everywhere and protect their master from those who wish him dead. The
personal guard were chosen individually by Festral, so that the Chaos Sorcerer had
complete loyalty high on his list when picking his warriors.

The Frozen Horror
The Frozen Horror, an ancient evil, long thought banished has arisen again from his icy
tomb where it rested for centuries. It has return to its ancient Seat of Power deep within
Ice Mountain in the Northlands and regained the Scepter of Glacial Majesty, an evil
artifact of vast power; awaiting once more the call from Chaos to wreak havoc on the
innocent. The Frozen Horror can cast the following Chaos spells: ‘Chill’, ‘Ice Storm’, Ice
Wall’, ‘Mind Freeze’, ‘Skate’ and ‘Soothe’; plus the Evil Wizard can choose an additional
six spells from levels 1 and 2, with the exception of the ‘Escape’ Chaos spell.

Chill
This spell causes 1 body point of damage to any one hero or monster adjacent to the Frozen Horror (though not
diagonally adjacent).
The victim cannot defend against the attack.

Ice Storm
This spell creates a blizzard of ice that affects an area 2 squares wide by 2 squares long. Each monster and hero
in that area is attacked separately by the Frozen Horror with 3 combat dice.
There is no chance to defend, and cannot be used in corridors.

Ice Wall
This spell creates up to 4 squares of solid ice. These squares block movement, but not line of sight. The squares
need not be adjacent, but they must all be within the line of sight of the Frozen Horror. Each ice square lasts until
the Frozen Horror dies, cancels the spell, or, can no longer see the square, or until a cumulative total of 5 skulls
are rolled in attacks on a single ice square.

Mind Freeze
This spell ravages the mind of any hero. The hero rolls 1 combat die for every Mind point he possessed before the
attack. If 1 or more white shields are rolled, the hero has 1 Mind point left. If no white shields are rolled, the hero
has been reduced to zero Mind points and goes into “shock”.
Thus can only attack with one combat die and defend with two combat dice, and only uses one red die for
movement.

Skate
This spell enables the Frozen Horror to move quickly through icy caverns and corridors. The Frozen Horror may
skate for up to 12 squares and may pass through heroes and monsters during movement.
This spell lasts only one turn.

S o o th e
The healing coolness of this spell restores up to 3 lost body points to the Frozen Horror or any one monster.

The Giant Wolf
Not much is known about these Giant Wolves; all that can be learned is that they inhabit
the forests and mountain caves within the Elven Kingdom. One must take special care and
caution when facing these giant beasts, they are very hard to kill. Since the Giant Wolf
takes up more than one square; the Giant Wolf can attack anyone in any adjacent square
(including diagonally), even if the Giant Wolf is not facing the target.

Gragor (Warrior Magician)
Gragor the Evil Magician, is a spellcaster for hire, recently he was hired to protect a
part of Grin’s stone map in the Halls of Belorn at the Great Citadel beneath the World’s
Edge Mountains. Gragor knows three, level 1 Chaos spells, which are chosen by the Evil
Wizard.

Gr a k
Grak is the son of Ulag the Orc Warlord, he and his band of orcs live and hide
underground in secret locations around the Empire, giving the Emperor no peace. Grak and
his orcs terrorise the highways for gold and have even known to attack villages for food
every now and again. Thus a high price has been put on Grak’s head–dead or alive.

Grawshak’s Elite Bodyguard
Grawshak the Orc Shaman has trained especially selected orcs to be his elite bodyguard; the
Orc Bodyguard thus has grown to become a force to be reckoned with in its own right.
They are the new power elite within the orc tribes and serve as part of Orc army; their
hunger for blood has become legendary, so beware, and be on your guard when facing this
new terror.

Gu a r d i a n
These Gargoyle Guardians can be very useful when you want not only entrances to be
protected but more importantly exits. As their name suggests these Gargoyles guard
whatever their master wishes and have become very effective in warding off unwelcomed
guests. The Guardian is immune to all spells. The Guardian also has another special ability
called ‘Hiber-state’, meaning it can turn into a statue for very long periods, and can only
be awakened if a trap or an alarm goes off when guarding special entrances and or exits
into places such as tombs or caves.

Gulthor
Gulthor is a Chaos Warrior in the service of Morcar; he is in charge of a band of orc
thieves that hide out in the Black Mountains when not engaging in various–shall we say,
activities. Recently Gulthor stole some gold destined for Prince Magnus’ treasury. Not
much is known about Gulthor except that it is rumoured that he was once a captain in the
imperial army, only Morcar knows the real truth.

Hinsgrim
Hinsgrim was once a captain in the Emperor’s Elite Guard, who has succumbed to
Morcar’s greed of conquest promising him a share in the glory. He along with Morcar’s
Dark Company has set up their headquarters beneath the Emperor’s old city, right under
the old fool’s nose. Hinsgrim rolls the same number of dice as a Doom Guard Warrior.

Ice Gremlin
The Ice Gremlin inhabits an area known as the Northlands; this vast region is covered in
ice and snow with various mountain ranges. It is a cheeky creature and cousin to the goblin,
its master is the Frozen Horror, which it serves with great loyalty. The Ice Gremlin can
during the Evil Wizard’s turn attack either a Hero, Men-at-Arms or Mercenary, or it
can steal one item from one hero; (Evil Wizard’s choice) it cannot be armour, a shield or a
weapon the Hero is using. As soon as an Ice Gremlin has stolen an item, it runs away at
full speed. The heroes can try to catch the Ice Gremlin to regain the stolen item, on their
turn, if not and the Ice Gremlin escapes (runs off the board and remove the Ice Gremlin
figure) or cannot be seen by any hero, the item is lost. The item should be crossed off the
Hero’s Character Sheet.

Karlen
Karlen was once the Emperor’s personal wizard, now through the dark arts of Chaos he
has been corrupted by evil and now works for Morcar. Karlen the Undead wizard may
have three Chaos spells at his command; one from levels 1, 2, and 3, chosen by the Evil
Wizard.

Ograk (Captain)
The Infamous Captain Ograk is a leader of an Orc band of evil marauders, who has over
many years, terrorized the border provinces of the empire. Ograk is an experienced soldier
and is part of the Orc Elite Bodyguard, a new power army within the Orc tribes. Do not
face Ograk alone he is very hard to beat, as well as cunning and ruthless.

Polar War Bear
The Polar War Bear along with the Ice Gremlin makes its home in the icy wastes of the
Northlands. It is a large creature of enormous strength and power. The Polar War Bear
is mainly found in its lair of ice caves, when not out hunting, and it is these caves that
make good hiding places for treasure and the like. When in combat the Polar War Bear
attacks once with its mighty paw and once with its spiked mace. Two attacks can be made
against one opponent or one attack can be made against each of two different opponents.

S pir it R id e r
Spirit Riders form part of the Witch Lord’s cavalry; when faced in battle they are hard to
kill and so, each time they fail to defend against an attack they must roll one combat die. If
a shield of any kind is rolled, the Spirit Rider will die, but if a skull is rolled, the Spirit
Rider is unharmed. The Witch Lord has used the Spirit Riders in past battles under his
Black Banner of Death and Chaos; and have been successful in many a campaign. So be
weary when faced with this creature of cunning and evil.

Stone Warrior
Through Karlen’s evil magic, he has created a warrior made of stone, known simply as the
Stone Warrior; these creatures help and protect Karlen from those who would interfere
in his studying the black arts of Chaos. So be careful these Stone Warriors are one tough
creature, and once they set their eyes on you, will not give up the chase to do battle until
you are dead, or if you are lucky, killing the Stone Warrior yourself to live another day.

Ulag (Orc Warlord)
Ulag the Orc Warlord is infamous for kidnapping Sir Ragnar and as such has a bounty on
his head issued by Prince Magnus. Ulag’s lair is in the mountains and is heavily boobytrapped and thus hard to get into. Ulag is an orc to be feared, he and his band of followers
have been raiding various small villages over many years. Naturally Prince Magnus has
offered any hero or heroes extra rewards if Ulag and his band are taken care of.

Vadim Gorfell
Vadim Gorfell is an evil spirit who dwells in his tomb under the old city of the Emperor.
Long ago Vadim Gorfell was once a brave warrior, and just before he died Morcar turned
him into an evil spirit to help him harass any unsuspecting visitors underneath the old city.
Thus Vadim Gorfell cannot be defeated in normal combat. The only way Vadim Gorfell
can be killed is by a spell, which inflicts 1 body point of damage. Vadim Gorfell can also
have three; level 1 Chaos spells at his command chosen by the Evil Wizard if he wishes.

Verag
Verag the foul Gargoyle has his lair in a labyrinth of catacombs east of the Empire; he is
a Gargoyle of bad temperament, and does not like anyone disturbing his home. He keeps
much to himself but when called by Morcar, Verag can spy the land and get wind of the
Emperor’s movements in certain areas that interest the Prince of Chaos.

Yeti
The Yeti is yet another creature that inhabits the frozen wastes of the Northlands along
with the Ice Gremlin, the Polar War Bear and the Frozen Horror. The Yeti is a
solitary creature and likes to be left alone, so if you see one, give it a wide miss. If it does
see you or you come into contact with it, then watch out. The Yeti’s attack causes a hero
to lose at least 1 Body point, the Yeti grabs the hero in a powerful hug. This hug inflicts 2
Body points of damage to the hero at the start of each subsequent Evil Wizard turn. The
hero cannot defend against this attack, nor can he take any actions. The Yeti can make no
other attacks while hugging. This continues until either the Hero dies or the Yeti is killed
by the hero’s companions.

Zanrath’s Elite Force
Zanrath the High Mage who lives in the Tarak Mountains has gathered and personally
trained an elite group of warriors to help defend his magical tower from attack. Zanrath’s
Elite Force of Chaos warriors are a fearsome foe and deadly in battle. Do not go it alone
when facing such evil strength, it is best to have help if you are to succeed in defeating
these warrior elite.

Doom Guard

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Doom Guard

The Doom Guard are Morcar’s
Elite Chaos Knight Regiment, who
can defend in a special way.
Roll the required number of dice
shown as normal, and as long as
you roll at least one round black
shield, the Doom Guard defends
successfully and remains unharmed.

Doomguard

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 6 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Elven Archer

Elven Warrior

Enchanted Warrior

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4*/1** Dice
Defend 2 Dice
Body 3 Points
Mind 2 Points
*4 against non-adjacent targets
**1 against adjacent targets

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 3 Points
Mind 2 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 4 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Enchanted Warrior

Festral’s Personal Guard

Frozen Horror

The Enchanted Warrior wears a
magical suit of armour used to test
the fighting skills of Dwarven
warriors. Also the suit’s
enthralled ability prevents the
warrior from setting off any traps.
The Enchanted Warrior is mainly
used as guarding treasure including
tombs of royalty.

Move 6 Squares
Attack 5 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Move 8 Squares
Attack 5 Dice or Cast Spells
Defend 4 Dice
Body 6 Points
Mind 4 Points
Spells ‘Chaos’

Frozen Horror

The Frozen Horror can cast the
following Chaos spells: ‘Chill’, ‘Ice
Storm’, Ice Wall’, Mind Freeze’,
‘Skate’ and ‘Soothe’.

Giant Wolf

The Evil Wizard also can choose
six additional Chaos spells from
levels 1 and 2.

Move 9 Squares
Attack 6 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 5 Points
Mind 1 Point

Gragor

Gragor

Giant Wolf

Since the Giant Wolf takes up
more than one square; the giant
Wolf can attack anyone in any
adjacent square (including
diagonally), even if the Giant
Wolf is not facing the target.

Grak

Gragor is a warrior magician and
as such wears magic armour.

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 6 Dice
Body 7 Points
Mind 3 Points
Spells ‘Chaos’

Elite Orc Bodyguard

Move 8 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 2 Points

Gragor knows three, level 1
Chaos spells, which are chosen
by the Evil Wizard.

Move 8 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 4 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Guardian

Guardian

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 4 Dice
Body 3 Points
Mind 4 Points

The Guardian is immune to all
spells. The Guardian also has
another special ability called
‘Hiber-state’, meaning it can turn
into a statue for very long periods,
and can only be awakened if a trap
or an alarm goes off, when guarding
special entrances and or exits into
places such as tombs or caves.

Gulthor

Hinsgrim

Ice Gremlin

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 4 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 5 Points
Mind 5 Points

Move 10 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 3 Points
Mind 3 Points
Special Ability: Steal Items

Ice Gremlin

Karlen

Karlen

The Ice Gremlin can steal 1 item from
a hero; it cannot be armour, a shield
or a weapon the hero is using. As
soon as an Ice Gremlin has stolen an
item, it runs away at full speed. The
heroes can try to catch the Ice
Gremlin to regain the stolen item, if
not and the Ice Gremlin escapes (runs
off the board) or cannot be seen by
any hero, the item is lost.

Captain Ograk

Move 10 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 6 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Move 5 Squares
Attack 1 Die
Defend 2 Dice
Body 4 Points
Mind 6 Points
Spells ‘Chaos’

Polar Warbear

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4/4 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 6 Points
Mind 2 Points
Special Ability: Attacks Twice

Karlen the Undead wizard may
have three Chaos spells at his
command, one from levels 1, 2,
and 3, Evil Wizard’s choice.

Polar Warbear

The Polar Warbear attacks once
with its mighty paw and once with
its spiked mace. Two attacks can be
made against one opponent or one
attack can be made against each of
two different opponents.

Spirit Rider

Move 8 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Ulag the Orc Warlord

Spirit Rider

Spirit Riders are hard to kill and
so, each time they fail to defend
against an attack they must roll
one combat die. If a shield of any
kind is rolled, the Spirit Rider will
die, but if a skull is rolled the
Spirit Rider is unharmed.

Stone Warrior

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Vadim Gorfell

Vadim Gorfell

Move 10 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Move 4 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 1 Point
Spells ‘Chaos’

Vadim Gorfell is a Zombie spirit
who cannot be defeated in normal
combat. The only way Vadim
Gorfell can be killed is by a spell,
which inflicts 1 body point of
damage. Vadim Gorfell can also
have three; level 1 Chaos spells at
his command chosen by the Evil
Wizard if he wishes.

Verag

Yeti

Yeti

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 4 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 4 Points

Move 8 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 5 Points
Mind 2 Points
Special Ability: Hug Attack

Whenever the Yeti’s attack causes a
hero to lose at least 1 Body point, the
Yeti grabs the hero in a powerful hug.
This hug inflicts 2 Body points of
damage to the hero at the start of each
subsequent Evil Wizard turn. The hero
cannot defend against this attack,
nor can he take any actions. The Yeti
can make no other attacks while hugging.
This continues until either the hero
dies or the Yeti is killed by the
hero’s companions.

Zanrath’s Elite Force
The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

The Enchanter can use the
same spell twice.

Move 6 Squares
Attack 5 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 1 Point
Mind 3 Points

Chill

Ice Storm

Ice Wall

This spell causes 1 body point of
damage to any one hero or monster
adjacent to the Frozen Horror
(though not diagonally adjacent).

This spell creates a blizzard of ice
that affects an area 2 squares
wide by 2 squares long.

This spell creates up to 4 squares
of solid ice. These squares block
movement, but not line of sight.
The squares need not be adjacent,
but they must all be within the line
of sight of the Frozen Horror.
Each ice square lasts until the
Frozen Horror dies, cancels the
spell, or can no longer see the
square, or until a cumulative total
of 5 skulls are rolled in attacks on
a single ice square.

The victim cannot defend against
the attack.

Each monster and hero in that area
is attacked separately by the
Frozen Horror with 3 combat dice.
There is no chance to defend.
Cannot be used in corridors.

Mind Freeze

Skate

Soothe

This spell ravages the mind of any
hero. The hero rolls 1 combat die for
every Mind point he possessed before
the attack. If 1 or more white shields
are rolled, the hero has 1 Mind point
left. If no white shields are rolled,
the hero has been reduced to zero
Mind points and goes into “shock”.

This spell enables the Frozen
Horror to move quickly through icy
caverns and corridors. The Frozen
Horror may skate for up to 12
squares and may pass through
heroes and monsters during
movement.

The healing coolness of this spell
restores up to 3 lost body points to
the Frozen Horror or any one
monster.

Thus can only attack with one combat
die and defend with two combat dice,
and only uses one red die for
movement.

Special Character Spell

This spell lasts only one turn.

Special Character Spell

Special Character Spell

Allies
&
Special Characters

I suppose I have to address certain individuals that may come in
handy to the Heroes, and most uncertainly to me. Some of these
Allies are ones to watch out for, especially the Emperor, as there
are also one or two that could be useful, so information is provided
for your education my curious young Apprentice. Learn well, for one
day perhaps, they will meet their deaths.

Allies & Special Characters Descriptions
E m pe r o r
The Emperor along with the Kings of the Realm control and protect the Empire from
Morcar and his chaotic minions. He is a just and kind man, and is respected by all. The
Empire is vast with many kingdoms and it takes a strong mind as well as a strong man to
administer law and justice. The Emperor has his hands full with training his army to help
fight Chaos wherever it dwells and to rid it from the land to bring ever lasting peace.

Eshlil
Eshlil was a lieutenant in Hinsgrim’s army, but decided to defect when Hinsgrim turned to
chaos to gain power and glory. Although the Emperor has his suspicions about Eshlil’s
loyalty, this young soldier has turned his talents to a much more useful exercise by
establishing a school of spies to train and educate. Thus these spies now journey throughout
the Empire and learn when Morcar intends to strike next. Information does come at a
price and the Emperor pays well for information that may lead to Morcar’s downfall.

Gr i n
A passage known as Grin’s Crag was named after the Dwarf, who discovered a passage
while trying to find gold. Grin was a loner, and all his life he devoted himself in searching
for a rich vein of gold, but he never found one. Yet, while searching, Grin found a narrow
footpath running along the edge of an abyss. He explored beyond and found himself in the
lower caverns of Kellar’s Keep, the inner bastion of Karak Varn (the great Dwarven
stronghold that lies within the heart of the World’s Edge Mountains). Grin also carved a
map onto a stone tablet so that he might find the path again, but he never returned.

Karlen
Karlen is the Emperor’s personal wizard, and with the help of his magical abilities has
been able to inform the Emperor of chaotic movements–as it were to undermine any of
Morcar’s plans with great effect. Karlen may have nine Elemental spells (three sets) at
his command. Choose a set of three from the first levels taken from the four elements,
Earth, Air, Fire and Water. The Evil Wizard or the hero/player can choose the spells.

Kenaron (Captain of the Guard)
Captain Kenaron became a Hero when he stood at the gate at Grin’s Crag to protect the
Emperor and his retreating army from Morcar’s Doom Guard. Kenaron held back as much
of the Doom Guard as he could, but Morcar was impatient and with a burst of flame from
his fingertips disposed of Kenaron so the Doom Guard could get through the gate.
However it was much too late; the Emperor’s men destroyed the gate sealing it from
Morcar’s army. The Emperor and his army were safe at last.

L o r d L o r r ic
Lord Lorric is a loyal vassal to the Emperor, and put himself forward to help defeat
Hinsgrim who with his Dark Company had their hideout in the dungeons under the old city
of the Emperor. But Lorric was disappointed when the Emperor refused his request, no
matter, Lorric understood that the Emperor needed him for other duties and battles with
Chaos that would follow in the future, Lorric is a good warrior in the field and can not
wait to wet his sword with Morcar’s blood.

Melar
Long ago Melar a powerful sorcerer created the ‘Talisman of Lore’, in this way it would
enhance the wearer’s understanding of magic. Melar kept the Talisman with him at all
times, fearing it might be stolen and used by the allies of Morcar. Melar was a kind
sorcerer and a genius, his alibility to create new magic became legendary. So much so that
Melar quietly disappeared, and no one knows where he went, if he really went anywhere
that is. The Emperor himself does not know if Melar is dead or alive, but there is always
hope.

Ollar
A crazy wizard named Ollar discovered the entrance to a gold mine. Using his great
powers he built a magic castle above the mine to protect it. The castle now abandoned has
many magic portals and is guarded by a host of monsters who were trapped in time. Ollar is
a mystery, not much is known about this wizard who was rumoured to be an apprentice to
Karlen. One day Ollar just disappeared and no one knows why, rewards have been posted
throughout the Empire to know his whereabouts, but to no avail.

Prince Magnus
Prince Magnus is the son of the Emperor and the heir to the throne of the Empire; he is
young, courageous and intelligent. He has often fought in battles proving himself against
the forces of Chaos. Sometimes he wins and at other times, the prince and his army have to
retreat in order to fight another day. The prince along with Lord Lorric his childhood friend,
are always on the move and trying to thwart Morcar’s minions, readying themselves for
the time when hopefully the final battle against Chaos will put an end to Morcar’s evil.

Princess Millandriell
Princess Millandriell when she was five years old was kidnapped by her mother’s sister
Sinestra, but was rescued by some heroes of the Empire. Over the years Millandriell has
grown into a fine young Elven princess. She will one day take over her mother as queen of
the Elven Kingdom, but until then she must wait; but before Millandriell does, she helps
her mother Queen Terrellia administer the kingdom and travel throughout in search of any
spies of Morcar who has plans and wants to invade the Elven kingdom for his own
purposes.

Queen Terrellia
Queen Terrellia is from a long line of Elven royalty that has been around for hundreds of
years. The Elven kingdom is one of the oldest realms of the Empire and is much respected.
In ages past the elves have fought the minions of Chaos–and still do; that is why Morcar
wants the Elven kingdom destroyed; it is a constant thorn at his side, a pain that will not
go away. Queen Terrellia is kind, beautiful, and is wise beyond her years; and along with
the Emperor, they both are on constant guard against the forces of Chaos that threaten
the peace of the land and its people.

Rogar
Long ago Rogar the barbarian was a famed king, a hero, a legend, his power of strength
was beyond question. His people even worshiped him as a god; He was one of the first
kings when the Empire was young to fight with Mentor against Mentor’s Apprentice
Morcar who turned to evil and wanted power eternal. Sadly Rogar was killed saving
Mentor’s life from Morcar’s deadly fireball spell. However it is rumoured that Mentor
saved the last essences of Rogar’s life to be reborn again for the final battle against
Morcar and his Chaotic army.

Sir Ragnar
A trusted knight at the Emperor’s court was once captured by Ulag the Orc Warlord.
Sir Ragnar is bold, fearless and an expert with the sword, he has shown his courage many
times in battle and defeated the minions of Morcar more than once. So much so that
Morcar has put a bounty on Sir Ragnar’s head and now Sir Ragnar must keep one eye
open for any person who might try to claim the reward.

Looks like one of my Chaos Knights has proven himself in battle, well done!

Emperor

Eshlil

Grin

Move 6 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 5 Points
Mind 5 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 4 Dice
Body 6 Points
Mind 4 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 2 Dice
Body 3 Points
Mind 7 Points

Karlen

Karlen

Captain Kenaron

Karlen the Emperor’s personal
wizard may have nine Elemental
spells (three sets) at his command.
Choose a set of three from the first
levels taken from the four
elements, Earth, Air, Fire and
Water. The Evil Wizard or the
hero/player can choose the spells.

Move 6 Squares
Attack 4 Dice
Defend 4 Dice
Body 6 Points
Mind 4 Points

Lord Lorric

Melar

Ollar

Move 6 Squares
Attack 5 Dice
Defend 5 Dice
Body 4 Points
Mind 6 Points

Move 5 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 2 Dice
Body 4 Points
Mind 6 Points
Spells ‘Elemental’

Move 5 Squares
Attack 1 Die
Defend 2 Dice
Body 4 Points
Mind 6 Points
Spells ‘Elemental’

Move 6 Squares
Attack 1 Die
Defend 2 Dice
Body 3 Points
Mind 7 Points
Spells ‘Elemental’

Prince Magnus

Princess Millandriell

Queen Terrellia

Move 7 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 6 Points
Mind 4 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 1 Die
Defend 2 Dice
Body 4 Points
Mind 6 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 1 Die
Defend 2 Dice
Body 3 Points
Mind 7 Points

Rogar

Sir Ragnar

Move 6 Squares
Attack 3 Dice
Defend 3 Dice
Body 8 Points
Mind 2 Points

Move 6 Squares
Attack 2 Dice
Defend 2 Dice
Body 5 Points
Mind 5 Points

Apprentices

Crystal Key

Elven Chain Mail

Melar’s Key

The Crystal Key can open any door
made of crystal, ice or glass. The
Crystal Key can also disarm any
Stalactite trap.

This ancient Elven Chain Mail can only be
worn by the Elf; and allows the Elf to add
two extra combat dice in defence.

Melar’s Key is a magical item that can
reveal and detect any secret doors as
well as opening them, even if magically
locked.

ARTIFACT

ARMOUR

ARTIFACT

Melar’s Talisman

Scepter of
Glacial Majesty

Sky Orb

Melar’s Talisman of Lore allows you to
increase your Mind points by two as
long as you have the Talisman in your
possession.

This Scepter is the source of much of
the Frozen Horror’s magical power.
With this artifact you can negate the
Frozen Horror’s ability to cast spells.

The Sky Orb protects the hero who is
carrying it from Mind point damage. It
can absorb up to four Mind points
before it becomes useless.

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

ARTIFACT

The Avenger Sword

The Golden Book

The Silver Book

The Avenger Sword is an ancient Elven
weapon of great power. If an Elf has this
sword, he can add three extra combat dice
to his attack. The sword can also negate
one spell cast at the Elf once per Quest.

The Golden Book enables the Hero to pick
cards from the treasure deck, ignoring all
Wandering Monster and Hazard cards, until
he picks a card showing gold, a potion,
gems or jewels. The Golden Book can only
be used once per Quest.
ARTIFACT

The Silver Book enables the Hero to open
one treasure chest without harm, disarming
any traps on the treasure chest; it can also
open any treasure chest that is locked, even
if by magic. The Silver Book can only be
used once per Quest.

WEAPON

ARTIFACT
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